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Director's Message
Dear Student,

I extend a hearty welcome to you on behalf of Vivekanand Education Society’s
Institute of Management Studies & Research (VESIM). We, at VESIM, are committed to creating an environment for
nurturing leadership skills in students
through innovative and proven pedagogy. To achieve this, we have always
pursued a multidisciplinary approach
that focuses on market trends, technologies, corporate ethics, and core values
that contribute to all round development
of a student.

I assure you that your tenure at VESIM
will prepare you for a challenging and rewarding career in the future. Every
minute you spend at the campus will
equip and empower you to withstand
storms in your professional and personal
lives. Our hardworking faculty members
have always tried their best to impart
quality education with the sole aim of
helping you become a qualified management graduate, and future-ready manager. In
addition to that, we have a strong network of alumni who work closely with us to motivate students. The guest lectures, personality development and personal mentorship
programs conducted by alumni, as well as thought leaders, have helped to enrich the
learning experiences of the students at VESIM.

We strongly emphasize on 100% experiential learning. Besides the regular studies, students are encouraged to participate, organise and host extracurricular activities such as
intercollege debates, HR summit, etc. Regular interaction with industry experts and
thought leaders, have tremendously helped our students to make their distinct mark in
various areas of corporate governance.
I am extremely confident that your time at VESIM would be enjoyable and memorable.
Best Wishes

Dr. Satish Modh
Director
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A Free Bird
Free to fluter the wings and fly,
To spread the Jewel of freedom in sky.
World of micronest,turning to ocean,
Wondering about God's endless creation.

Flying with hope to climb the peak of dream,
With blue roof and crawling floors of stream.
Musical wind with melodious wave join in,
The magical voice to form a hymn.

The world is shrinking from the eyes,
The touch towards destiny still demand a miles.
Wings are burning under the ball of fire,
Earth rotates with unfulfilled desire.
The wheel turned,a ray of sunlight gleam,
Poor bird back in dark, Oh just a dream!
Civil human, why cruel on me?
Grant me the freedom, my home as tree.

-BY NIDHI OZA (PGDM DIV B)

PAINTING BY SANIYA TAMBOLI
(PGDM DIV-B)

HE

A woman is quiet stronger than what
some men actually think of her,they
have more strength because they can
tolerate monsters of the society-a giant
which is from outside and even a bigger
giant from inside which grows and
spreads itself like a Banyan tree.Yes, a
Banyan tree which we proudly call our
National tree just like our national patriarchal society which gives rise to the
big monsters. Men who rape women
thinking they are fragile, well my dear
monster son, you are more fragile of a
character because you have a weak
physique, who can only show its
strength upon a women and a weak
mind who can think of women as a
fragile being.
According to some evil men, we women
are fragile maybe because of our bosoms and other physical characteristics
which you think makes us less than a
man and is the biggest reason to be
modest to you, hide ourselves and bend
our head to you but according to a
woman, It’s the biggest reason of
evolvement when she grows and becomes the greatest creation of a God
“WOMAN”. No matter what opinion
you have about us or how many time
you try to rape us physically, mentally
we will continue to rise. Even a raped
women can stand and has the courage
to fight for herself when she appears in
the court to fight against her rapist and
has to boldly give her verdict on what
happened to her and how her culprit
touched her and molested her. It is
ironic that the same Durga which men
worship for power, the same Laxmi HE
worships for money , the same
Saraswati HE worships for passing the
exams, HE criticizes them when they
come as a reality. When a real woman

comes as a powerful Goddess
Durga in the face of a woman constable HE mistreats her , abuses
her, when she comes as Goddess
Laxmi , as his girhalaxmi , HE
beats her and think he has all the
right to torture her, when they
come as Goddess Saraswati and
want to gain the power of education HE stops her.
I think that these evil and cruel
men worshiping Devis and considering them almighty can worship
them as long as they are in forms
of idols sitting at one fixed place
which HE has assigned for her and
worshiping her according to his
comfort because the idol is not
going to retort back to his mischief.

Well, I think maybe if in real someday men will have to face such
devis they too will become intrigued by their power and finally
become the real mahisasoor , but
remember every time these
mahisasoor will rise , a women
will take the form of Goddess kaali
and won’t even let a drop of blood
of the evil to begrim the holy
mother earth.

BY RIYA SRIVASTAVA (PGDM
DIV-B)

NIRBHAYA DIDI AND ME

Hi India,
This is Asifa typing..
Hope you remember me. (Even after
the cute candle march.)
Well, it was just another rape story.
Took me a temple and a gang of silly
men. Nirbhayadidi is taking care of
me up here. We share our stories
often. Took her a bus, an iron rod
and a ride with a person she trusted.
Not much.
She told me about this 12 year old,
raped by 17 men, recently. We have a
new friend now. She keeps quiet
most of the time, like I used to be earlier.
Didn't you give her too, the 'freedom
of speech' down there?
I think you rather took your 'freedom
of expression' and 'movement' rather
seriously.It's getting crowded up
here, while your newspapers get
flooded with rape cases everyday.It's
getting crowded up here, while you
warn your daughters not to step out
post 8pm.
It's getting crowded up here, while
the Film Censor Board creates more
issues by not permitting films like
Lipstick under my Burkha, NirbhayaDidi said its one of her favorites. But
I won't watch it until I turn 18. (I wish
you'd thought the same, before raping me).It's getting crowded up here,
while you teach your daughters not to
wear anything that's 'too revealing'.
It's getting crowded up here, while
you teach your daughters to keep
quiet about what's bothering
them.It's getting crowded up here,
while men masturbate at my many
sisters in trains and buses, and the
cops say to simply ignore.It's getting

crowded up here, while many more
cases go unsaid, unreported down
there.
I somehow feel liberated up here
now.
On this 72nd Independence Day,
try not to create 72 cases like me.
Try not to get stuck between notions of a diverse country where
*diversity* smells like 90% of rapes
happening by known people, where
fathers rape daughters, where even
temples aren't safe, where priests
rape young girls, where marital
rape is very much acceptable,
where a woman is not a creator or
nurturer, but a 'victim'.. Because
we don't have much breaths left,
until we could try to survive and
rather be 'survivors'
On this 72nd Independence Day,
try not to be proud of what you're
only progessing in.. And that is
only more and more stories like
NirbhayaDidi and me.
Here's we wishing you a very
Happy Independence Day. Celebrate with joy without missing us.
Feel patriotic again, for a day.
But yes, make sure the daughters
reach home before 8pm post all the
rejoicing.
*By PallaviLala*
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GYM AND FITNESS
The very first thing that comes in
your mind after listening Gym is
Fitness, physic, a good health, feel
like you are something which differentiate..
"YOU" from others like developing your personality....
YOU are the one who can make
yourself transformed....
YOU are the one who shouldn't
stop ......
YOU are the one who can become
a inspiration for
others.....
YOU are the one who can teach
what fitness is ......what dedication is.....what power is.....what
concentration is ........
All this things help you to have
good health, proper diet, and You
feel fresh....all the time.
All these things helps us in various way in the life......
Exercising your body means having a active energy around yourself every time.
At start ...if you start the workout
...you may feel like.... you May not
do it ...but if you ignore the pain
at start..... and continue with hard
work.
Believe me you may feel it was the
right thing you may have done in
your life.
Someone somewhere is inspired
by something ...to do in its life.
I started working out as fat boy
who later turned into ripped
muscle man.

My dedication towards gym never
ended.
I was inspired by famous actor
"Dwayne Johnson"(The Rock) .
By seeing him I started and it was
my second year of my college.
There may be times and things for
which you have to take a break from
the things ..but the love and dedication towards that never tear you a
part.
After graduation ...it was a break of
6 months ...I started working with a
company ....it was a new
journey...but sitting and working all
the day ...with no exercise ...it was
impacting my health directly or indirectly...I was becoming fat
again....and it was like a sign of
something bad.
But my dedication towards workout
never ended. I started working out
early morning and after my job timing.....
I was back to my track ......so
Never loose hope....and my health
again was good with a healthy diet
and hygiene habits ....
Exercise makes health good.
A good health is your wealth.
And Good Food is your strength.
Exercise + Good Food = Health
That is your wealth.
-by RAJ AIDHASANI(PGDM DIV-B)

FASHION IN INDIA

Fashion is a distinctive and often
constant trend in the style in which
people present themselves. A fashion can become the prevailing style
in behaviour or manifest the
newest creations of designers, technologists, engineers, and design.
The fashion industry developed
first in Europe and America, as of
2018, it is an international and
highly globalized industry, with
clothing often designed in one
country, manufactured in another,
and sold worldwide. Talking about
the Indian Fashion Industry it has a
net worth of Rs1000 crore, but is
only 0.2% of the international industry's worth.
Indian Fashion Industry is at its infancy at the moment and has great
potential to make the mark on the
world stage. Fashion in India has
thousands of years of tradition behind it. India has a rich and varied
textile heritage where each region
of India has its own native dress
and traditional costumes. Fashion
Industry is growing at a rapid pace
with international developments,
such as the India Fashion Week
gaining popularity and annual
shows by fashion designers held in
major cities of India. In Indian culture, the body is invested with various meanings and reflected in its
rich sculptural tradition decorating
the body is yet another way of conveying meaning and personality.
Ritu Verma, Rohit Bal, Manish Malhotra, Sabyasachi- these are names
that not only you and I know, but
are famous international names.

If they could do it, then anyone else can
do it, even you. Their design sensibilities draw from Indian traditions and
they have played an important part in
showcasing our culture to the world.
Even with modernity thumping on the
doors, many Indian designers find a
way to weave in traditional ethos into
their costumes and that is one reason
why Indian fashion remains unique.
The textile industry in India is estimated to share US$120 billion, which
results in the contribution of 4% of the
national GDP. The industry employs 42
million people directly and 60 million
people indirectly. The industry is growing 10% per year. However, the industry is still young when comparing
others around the globe. The FDI in
India has created a big impact on the
industry. It has been estimated that the
industry will share USD $490 billion
(6% GDP) by 2021.
When it comes to employment, the industry employs more than 40 million
workers. The course of Fashion designing is getting popular among the youngsters, as it offers a reliable and secure
career that has better financial security. The cinema industry and media
have contributed remarkably to the
growth of fashion designing in India.
The potential of the fashion industry in
India cannot be estimated and has
emerged as one of vital part across the
world. However, many conventional
artworks in India are underestimated
and unheard in the international market. It is the responsibility of designers
to present them before the world, and
develop the artwork that aesthetically
premium.
- by Manmeet Kodalkar
(PGDM DIV-B)

HAPPY TEACHERS DAY

Kaun kehta hai ki teacher sirf vahi hai jo chaar deewar mein sikhaati hai,
Har vo baat se seekho jo zindagi mein hume aina dikhaati hai,
Har vo baat jo tumse behtar hai tumhara guru hota hai,
Aur yeh silsila subah bistar se uthneke saath hi shuru hota hai,
Tumse pehle jo uthke lag gaye hain apne kaam pe,
Tumse pehle pahuchenge vo apne mukaam pe,
Seekhna yeh nahi hai ki kya timing hai unke alarm ka,
Balki seekhna yeh hai ki motivation kya hai unke kaam ka,
Jab auto manaa karde humein kahin jaane se,
Jaan lo ki yeh bhi rejection hai bas kisi aur bahaane se,
Seekhna yeh nahi hai ki yeh rejection kaise jhelna hai,
Balki seekhna yeh hai ki intezaar karein ya manzil tak khud chalna hai,
Baarishke Mausam mein dhoop nikli thi isiliye dil kiya chhata na lein saath
mein,
Jab padne lage fir bearish toh use rokna nahi hoga tumhare haath mein,
Seekhna yeh nahi hai ki agli baar kaise bachein paani se ya aag se,
Balki seekhna yeh hai ki agli baar sune dil ki ya sochein dimaag se,
Roz jaate ho canteen mein aur roz milte ho watchman se,
Ek pet bharta hai aur doosra door rakhta hai humko anjaan se,
Seekhna yeh nahi hai ki kaise khana dena hai ya kaise khade rahein pehre pe,
Balki seekhna yeh hai ki kaise Muskaan laayein hum unke chehre pe,
Dost honge tumhare bahot saare aur kuch toh honge beyhadh khaas,
Baki sab rishte toh zubaani par yeh honge dil ke paas,
Seekhna yeh nahi hai ki bina unka dil dukhaaye saath kaise rahein din bhar
ke liye,
Balki seekhna yeh hai ki aise rishtey kaise naibhayein umrabhar ke liye,
Fir miloge tum apne mentor apne teacher se,
Jo baat in mein hoti hai nahi ummeed kar sakte vo baat kisi aur creature se,
Seekhna yeh nahi hai ki exam mein padhein kaise aur kis hisaab mein,
Balki seekhna inse vo hai jo baat nahi hai kisi bhi kitaab mein,
Ab ghar lautke jaoge tum vahin pe jahanse subah nikle the raftaar mein,
Milenge tumhein 4 aakhein jo honge tumhare hi intezaar mein,
Inse kya seekhna hai yeh main shabdomein nahi utaar sakta,
Zindagi inki di hui hai, aisi zindagi se main nahi haar sakta.
Happy teacher’s day in sabko jo humko azaad ek parinda karti hain,
Happy teacher’s day unko bhi jo humko sharminda karti hain,
Saasein, dhadkan toh sab andarki baatein hain
Happy teacher’s day unko bhi jo humko bahar se zinda karti hain
- SUDHANSHU SINGH
(PGDM DIV -B)

TALK AND KNOW

In today’s world, Google can give us millions of related information but only a
teacher gives us true knowledge. On this Teachers Day we interact with
Dr. Sandeep Bharadwaj (Dean Academics) and Dr. Sachin Deshmukh (Dean
PGDM) and find out what who their favourite teacher was and many more
things.
Interviewer: Who is/ was your
favourite teacher?
Sandeep Sir: My English teacher, Rita
Majumdar. Reasons being she would
take us into the world of Literature
and make us write. She would get close
to the students. Majorly she inculcated
the habit of reading in us. She would
take efforts beyond the classroom. She
would invite us to her home to discuss
movies, books and many other things.
She is very dear to all and I am still in
touch with her.
Sachin Sir: My favourite teacher in my
life was Dr. Amte. He taught me marketing during my MBA. He was IIM
trained faculty. What I am in marketing today is because of him.

Interviewer: If she/he was in front of
you right now what would you like to
say to her/him on the occasion of
teachers day?
Sandeep Sir: I would like to say, thank
you for moulding my personality at a
very early stage in my life. I would
thank her for introducing me to the
world of books and I wish that my kid
has a teacher like her. She truly is a
role model.
Sachin Sir: I would not say anything; I
would just touch his feet.

Interviewer: According to you what
makes a good teacher in today’s generation?
Sandeep Sir: Many things have
changed since we were kids. I think

today’s generation teacher should not
be an information provider-information is available everywhere- today,
teachers must tell students how to
apply that information in the real
world.
Sachin Sir: A teacher must not only
teach academics but also crack jokes
in class and interact with the students, create a connection. As a
teacher I feel accomplished that my
students have reached the top most
position and when they come to visit
me, the best gift they give me is when
they touch my feet, like I do to my
teacher.

Interviewer: What makes a good day
at school?
Sandeep Sir: No Class (laughs). That
day we enjoyed the most. Since I was
the class personality the moment
teacher left I would take over and
start having fun. That’s where I come
from so I love when the teacher is absent.
Interviewer: Tell us your experience
and journey as a teacher.
Sachin Sir: I am not happy with the
standard the batches have as of now.
Right from 2000 till this 2018 the students have deteriorated a lot. The
only batch I remember is that of 20162018 who have just passed out. All of
them are working at great heights
making me proud. Instead of getting
better the standards of students is getting lower.

PHOTOGRAPH BY SANA DANGE
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BEST COMPACT SUV 2018

NEXON VS ECOSPORT VS W-RV VS VITARA BREZZA
Talking about the kings on the road and why they are called because they
are best for are Indian driving conditions, especially there muscular looks
attract most of the people.

In this section we are talking about four most popular cars in this section: 1.
TATA NEXON
2.
MARUTI SUZUKI VITARA BREZZA
3.
FORD ECOSPORT
4.
HONDA W-RV
There are also some more compact suv's like creta, duster, scross, these are
not included in the list because creta is highly priced than all other car,
duster face lift is about to come in few months and s cross has more of MPV
car look.

Vitara Brezza

So, the other car which are eliminated
after Vitara Brezza is TATA Nexon,
this because of least roomer car
among all, finishing in the car is not
good as there are cheap plastics used
in the car which give it a big downside
and also the servicing of the T cars are
costlier and not that much good than
other cars. But, it also has some good
thing like 8 Harman speakers, high
ground clearance of 209mm which
make it a perfect off-roading car and
‘4 Star’ crash test rating.

In this segment first car which is
eliminated is Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza this is because of
least boot space among all the
cars, least powerful engine
among all, the safety of the car is
also not good because of its poor
build quality. Also, engine is not
able to give that enthusiast feeling to the driver.

TATA Nexon

FINALLY WE ARE DOWN WITH TWO CARS WHICH ARE

HONDA W-RV

&

FORD ECOSPORT

Both cars are good competitor to each other but one car is better and
which is ford Ecosport this is because: •
It has more safety features than in W-RV.
•
Ecosport has better looking as you can see in the photo which is
below.
•
It has the best mileage among all the cars.
•
W-RV petrol version lacks very much in power in comparison to the
Ecosport petrol version.
•
And Ecosport is present in automatic transmission also while the automatic transmission of W-RV is not available.
W-RV has good class first features like touchscreen ac control and a very
large knee room for the rear passengers.
At last, I will tell you to buy TATA NEXON if your budget is low and you
want a value for money car and if there is no that much budget problem
you should buy
FORD ECOSPORT without any doubt.
by MANISH NAIR ( PGDM DIV-B)
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Narcissist?

As Millennials have come of age and
the world economy has recovered from
the recent recession, the millennial
generation, typically defined as people
born between 1985 and 2000, now
wields the majority of economic power
round the world. As for our country,
more than 50% of our population is
below the age of 25 making this generation all the more important.
We may be perceived as narcissist, lazy,
entitled and fragile, but we are more
determined to improve than the other
generations. In 2015 as per stats 94% of
us made commitments to personal
growth in various aspects as compared
to 84% of boomers and 81% of generation X. We spend averagely double on
personal growth even though our income is half than that of the other
generations.
The question that arises is WHY are
millennials so very obsessed to ‘getting
better’?
Well, most of us have our basic needs
i.e. food, shelter and security covered
up consistently to our expectations.
Now comes the unprecedented luxury
of choosing from an ever-expanding selection of media contents, career possibilities, romantic partners, living space
and an overall lifestyle. With these options comes the opportunity to pursue
our purpose in infinite ways. As per the
Maslow’s hierarchy we are ready for
self-actualize ourselves. That’s a lot of
pressure, but we want that. We are
haunted by our own expectations!
The exceptional increase in marks that
we see, the increase in concern for fitness and health and every other aspect,
the competitiveness amongst us is incredible. We are not the ‘me me me’

generation like we are termed, it is
just that our external environment
asks us to be more concerned about
ourselves than others. But at the
same time, we see more of millennials interested to improve the world
than the other generations. We
react impulsively to situations, take
high levels of risks with our life decisions; but that allows us to be
more powerful, attractive and edgy
over the others. These are a result of
what we have been told over our
growing years. We are told that we
are good and can have anything we
want in life, we have the capacity to
make miracles happen. This thought
process has led us into a psychological environment that makes us work
until we have what we want. We
aren’t impatient, we are eager to
just achieve things fast. The pace at
which our lives work is faster than
Batman’s car speed.
We are not willing to wait out our
turn instead, we are optimistic to
make new turns and reach new
heights. Unfortunately this has led
us to various relationship downfalls
and ever-changing jobs, but we accept that as long as we are able to
grow.
Millennials are not rude they just
don’t like to be modest, they prefer
self-confidence. For example, most
of us always choose the latter in the
following situation:•
I am not
sure if I would make good leader vs.
I will be a good leader.
•
Sometimes I tell good stories
vs. Everybody likes to hear my stories.
•
I just want to reasonably happy

vs. I want to amount to something in the eyes
of the world.
We had a very different childhood than our
elders; we were made from the same cloth but
were carved into something really different
and extraordinary. As a child I saw Tarzan almost naked roaming in the jungle, Cinderella
arrived home after midnight, Pinocchio told
lies, Aladdin was a thief, Batman drove over
200 miles an hour, Snow White lived in a
house with 7 men, Popeye smoked a pipe and
had tattoos, Pac Man danced around digital
music and Shaggy and Scooby were mystery
solving hippies that always had the munchies.
If you have lived a childhood like this and
loved it you will agree to our behaviours.
Being critical is another complaining
launched on to us. We are people who refuse
to take on anything illogical, we don’t criticize
things we just ask for an explanation and
when we don’t get one we tend to discard
those matters from our lives. We refuse to believe in things just because we are told to do
so. Also if we don’t receive feedbacks doesn’t
mean we won’t give one. It isn’t our arrogance
it is our practicality that makes us do it.
Our psychology is based on moving forward
may what come in our paths. Due to this we
occur to all as narcissist but on the inside we
aren’t so. A request from my side to every
other generation please try to understand us
and not oppose us, as we are as emotional as
everyone and need your support to lift ourselves up in the time to come.
BY RAJ VAIDYA (PGDM DIV-B)

ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE

Atal Bihari Vajpayee, a statesman as called by his devoted followers and even
his stringent opponents, was born in Gwalior on 25th December 1924. He
completed his post-graduation in political science from DAV College, Kanpur.
Young Atal started his political activism with Arya Samaaj's youth wing
which continued with joining the RSS in 1939. He was active in the Quit India
Movement in 1942. He started to work as a journalist with Pt Deen Dayal
Upadhyaya. In 1951, he joined the
new right-wing Hindu Nationalist
party Bharatiya Jan Sangh along
with him. He contested the Lok
Sabha elections in 1952, where he
had to face defeat. In 1957, he contested from Balrampur which
brought him to the lower house. He
leaded Jan Sangh from 1968. His oratory and wit had made even Nehru
appreciate him. A firey poet, Vajpayee's poetry has inspired millions.
In 1977, when the Janta Party
came to power, PM Morarji Desai
appointed Vajpayee as the foreign minister. Vajpayee served the Lok Sabha
for 10 terms that began in 1957 and concluded in 2009.
In 1996, Vajpayee sworn in as the Prime Minister of India but his government collapsed in just 13 days.
In 1998, he formed the government again in the form of NDA, which too collapsed after 13 months by just one vote. This was the tenure when Porkhan II
happened, making India a nuclear state. In 1999, NDA won the election again
and Vajpayee this time, completed his tenure of entire five years making him
the first non-congress PM to do so. During this tenure, India faced a lot of issues like foreign sanctions, terrorism, Kargil war but India's economy kept
on growing. The growth rate was increasing and inflation was controlled.
India, in this time made tremendous progress in the field of road infrastructure, telecom and many others. The credit goes to Vajpayee, his vision and
his devotion to serve.
Despite all this, NDA lost the 2004 general elections and Vajpayee declared
his exile from active politics in 2005. By 2009, he was completely out of public life, mostly ill. Vajpayee was conferred with the Bharat Ratna in 2014. He
passed away on 16th August 2018 after prolonged illness. He was cremated at
Smriti Sthal.
Atal Bihari Vajpayee will be forever remembered as one of the best Prime
Ministers India had, an astonishing poet and an orator and a devoted Indian.
BY NIDHI OZA(PGDM DIV-B)

THE 90's KID: The last sane
generation
We are the last generation to play on the street and
the first who played video games.
The first to see cartoons in colour and go to amusement parks;
but the last to record songs on radio and cassettes.
We grew up watching old nickelodean cartoons, listening to NSYNC, laughing hysterically at 'That's So
Raven' and getting 'Spice Girls' stuck in our head.
As an 8 year old we had our own Tamagotchi instead
of an I-Phone. Most of us had an old Nokia phone
which was mostly used to play 'Snakes'.
From reading Harry Potter and jamming out to Backsreet Boys to playing with the 'original' Pokemons.
A pack of WWE cards and Sony Walkmens were a big
deal.
Our schedules were planned according to the Oswald
and Noddy show timings. And Tom and Jerry was
somehow always friendship goals.
We had nine planets back then. And Candy cigarettes
and ice sticks were a thing.
Teletubbies and Powerpuff Girls were among the
favourites.
It was Titanic before Twilight and Disney before
F.R.I.E.N.D.S.
That crushing realisation that you're stuck between a
generation of people who believed that hard work
could accomplish anything and that you should live
your dreams, while the generation that came immediately after you is living far better by being in the
right place at the right time and having the foresight
to study in newly developed fields.
The time when birthday parties meant chips,
samosas and cold drinks, to saving the best piece of
cake for you and your best friend. And if you ain't invited just know that you are no more part of the
squad.
We are the generation who didn't have smartphones
but still kept in touch, and whose baby pictures
weren't taken on mobile phones.
By POONJI LALA (PGDM DIV-B)

APPEARANCE

re forged in fire and raised
from the ashes.
The galaxies and constellations compiled the universe
to form you. Everything
would be different if you
did not exist. You matter.
Never forget that you
matter.
To the Women who are
thriving to lose weight, or
don't feel good enough, are
too curvy or skinny... Resonate this in your mind..
'' Your mother's body broke
into half - bones pulled
apart and re-aligned to give
you life. One day you might
do the same; and yet, in
your hips, you see flaws instead of magic. "
You are courageous and
strong enough.Don't feel
insecure about that belly...
Workout because you want
to and not because you are
told to.. you'll get there!
To the Men out there..
Losing weight is 'not your
life's work' and counting
calories is not the call of
your soul.
You surely are destined for
something much greater,
much bigger, than shedding 20 pounds or tallying
calories.
Hit the gym to stay fit, not
for that ''hot body''.
What would happen if instead of WORRYING about
what you had for breakfast,

you focused on becoming equisitely comfortable with who
you are as a PERSON.Instead
of scrutinizing yourself in the
mirror, looking for a bump or
a bulge, you turned a gaze inward?
We live in a brainwashed society, that tells us to be certain
way, to think a certain way, to
look a certain way.
Do not follow the rules. Break
them. Be rebellious. Fight the
system based on your creative
principles.
March with the dreamers and
be the dreamers.
Stare into the mirror and love
the entirety of what looks
back at you. Embrace each of
your flaws.Agreed, looks add
to the over all well being.. but
its just a plus! Not a priority.
Looks attract a person, but
personality makes them stay.
Nobody loves a pretty face
with a cruel heart.
I hope one day, your human
body is not a jail cell,
Instead its a sunny 2 p.m. garden with daisies... Thriving
because of self love.
Shoutout to all those working
on their bodies and loving it,
because that shit's hard and
I'm proud of you!
by POONJI LALA (PGDM DIVB)

Quirky Restaurants to visit in
Mumbai if you are a Foodie
We might not always be in that mood
for pressed white linen or classic cuisine
or that stiff service. And for that bohemian evening, Mumbai seems to have
options galore. From Bar Stock Exchange Theme to Bombay Irani Café to
an American Garage or the oldie British
Brewery, these places promise dinner
with difference. Often these outlandish
places with unthinkable food add to
your favorite memories.
Check out the city’s quirkiest restaurants for treat tad-bit unusual:

Fatty Bao

Geometric-pattern glass door, handmade Athangudi floor tiles, ‘Wabi-Sabi”
wallpaper, do they sound strange? Well,
they do and that is exactly what Fatty
Bao promises to be, zany meal space.
Quaint leisure patio, inventive bar and
weird-wow cuisine keeps your visit unconventional. Black Rice Sushi with
Scallops and Dan Dan Noodles with
Pork surely have fan in you. Sexy bartenders at that berry red bar use possibly every bit of plants for signature
cocktails. Unheard!!
Quirky Bit: Deconstructed mix of JellO, Caramelized Banana, Purple Yam Ice
cream and Raspberry Sorbet served as
Dessert with Sense of Humour!!
Head Out: Summerville Junction, Linking Road, Bandra West.
Approx for Two: INR 1800

Farzi Café

The name itself sparks bare creativity.
The Modern Asian Bistro, Farzi Café
boasts of traditional global cuisine combined with Indian Classics.

If you have never tried experimental
cooking technique, Molecular Gastronomy, this is your chance. The Raj Kachori gets touch-down weird when the
chutney is converted to foam and
served alongside. Savour the original
taste simply with quirky touch and
lesser calories. Sounds like bizarre
must-try!!
Quirky Bit: Chicken Tikka Masala
served in London style telephone
booth.
Head Out: Kamala Mills, Lower Parel.
Approx Penny for Two: INR 1500

SodaBottle Openerwala

Do you relate to Mumma nu Double
Dose, BumSuckerWala or Maushi Chi?
Don’t get me wrong, they are the
quirkiest cocktails at Mumbai’s very
own Irani Cafe- SodaBottle Openerwala. Sleek décor restyling the nukkads
of Mumbai ticks off the quirky box.
SodaBottle Openerwala serves out-ofbox Parsi Cuisine and Irani Specialties.
Get lucky and feast on Tarela Himalayan Rainbow Trout baked with
Parsi spices, a seasonal delicacy.
Quirky Bit: The Bombay Street Staple
is re-invented. What you get is tangy
Seafood Bhel with Fish, Prawn and
Squid.
Head Out: Capital Building, G Block,
Bandra-Kurla Complex.
Approx Penny for Two: INR 1300

Jamjar Diner

It is probably French Bunglow in
Puducherry but if you push open the
front door you step into outlandish
American Café, Jamjar Diner.

Indigo Walls, Multi-colored dome lights and the crooked
shelves with comic books makes it hip queer space. Open terrace with stunning view and rainbow furniture gives you company. Skip your breakfast for lunch plate of Ratatouille
Crespelles with Burritoes, roasted Tomato and Chives. Sign
off with ‘Flower Pot Surprise,’ which is this massive flower
pot with soil of Brownie and Oreo along with Marshmallow
flower.
Quirky Bit: This is one of the fewest places you get freshly
churned Ice-creams and transportable desserts.
Head Out: Aram Nagar 2, Yari Road, Versova, Andheri West.
Approx Penny for Two: INR 1500

Monkey Bar

Based on global pubs, Monkey Bar is the flamboyant Indian
Gastro-pub. Pop-hued high chairs, rustic bulb lights, looming
windows and walls encrypted with freaky note for all, walk
into laidback décor. Here, Mumbai’s iconic Vada Pao gets unusual with sausage stuffed Goan Chorizo Pao. Try out offbeat
Salad combination of Kerala Red Rice and Orange with Beet.
Opt for whacky bowl of sticky Gobindo bhog rice topped with
boiled eggs, pickled vegetables, steak (Select from Chicken
Katsu or Naga Pork) with Scallions.
Quirky Bit: Inventive Cocktails in Nutella Jars and Copper
tumblers.
Head Out: Summerville Junction, Linking Road, Bandra
West.
Approx Penny for Two: INR 1800

The Sassy Spoon

The Sassy Spoon comes with happy sunshine. Peculiar vintage décor with wholesome European-Mediterranean fare is
joyful bet. You cannot miss the cute artifacts like pink bicycle
or that illuminated bird cage. The all-time delight, Spaghetti
comes alive with spatter of Truffle Butter. Soak in summer
pleasure with Prosciutto and Melon. For delectable healthy
options try Quinoe Salad, Rice Paella and Pumpkin Brown
Rice Risotto. Even the Margarita turns sassier here with
roasted Coffee. Glutton-free and Vegan Food is available.
Quirky Bit: Interesting Martini Concoctions with dash of
Stolichnaya Vodka.
Head Out: Express Towers, Ramnath Goenka Marg, Nariman
Point.
Approx Penny for Two: INR 2000
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Vision Banking: 2020

Cognitive analytics is a new approach to
information discovery and decision making. Inspired by the way the human brain
processes information, draws conclusions, and codifies instincts and experiences into learning, it is able to bridge
the gap between the intent of big data
and the reality of practical decision-making. Machine learning systems, artificial
intelligence, and natural language processing are now no longer experimental
concepts but potential business disrupters that can drive insights to aid
real-time decision making.
Components of Artificial Intelligence/
Cognitive technologies
•Natural Language processing – Ontology Based information extraction and
Speech recognition
•Natural Language generation
•Machine Learning – Neural networks /
Deep learning
•Computer Vision – Image recognition
Cognitive opportunities can be broadly
classified into 4 categories namely “Engagement”, “Automation”, “Insights”,
and “Sensing and Shaping Strategies”.
Key opportunities for Cognitive in financial services can be illustrated as below:

communicate in natural ways. Such
solutions empower agents with
deeply personalised answers and intelligence to scale a company’s
knowledge capability and uncover
new revenue streams by learning
about customer needs.

Adoption Example – Royal Bank of
Scotland has trialled “Luvo” AI customer service assistance to interact
with staff and potentially serve customers in the future. Swedbank’s
Nina Web Assistant achieved an average of 30,000 conversations per
month and first-contact resolution
of 78% in its first three months, Nina
can handle over 350 different customer questions and answers.
gies can be used to develop semantic
rules to extract information and
leverage OCR scan account opening
forms, KYC documents such as PAN
Card.
Adoption Example – Fonetic, a
provider of voice and text management solutions, partnered with
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria
(BBVA) in rolling out the Fonetic linguistic analysis and trading compliance solution to proactively monitor
1.
Cognitive Engagement – Improve
customer understanding and activation and prevent trading malpractices at
through personalisation and influencing its London and New York headquardesired actions.Cognitive systems unlock ters. Natural language generation
vendors like Narrative Science autothe power of unstructured data using
deep text or image or video understand- mate investment/earnings reports
ing. They offer personalised engagement through software that can take data
and turn it into a narrative.
between banks and their customers by
dealing with each customer and focusing
3.
Cognitive Insights – Detect key
on their requirements.
patterns and relationships from bilCompanies use interactive computing
lions of data sources in real-time to
systems that use AI to collect informaderive deep and actionable insights.
tion, automatically build models of unPersonalisation is a major talking
derstanding and inference and
point for banks and many are

experimenting with innovative
ways to match products and services to the consumer. There are
also examples of companies embracing new apps in personal financial management (PFM) which
help consumers make smarter
purchase decisions, manage their
finances and make cost savings
while they are out and about
spending money.

Adoption Examples – UBS used
the help of artificial intelligence
when delivering personalised advice to the bank’s wealthy clients
by modelling 85 million Singaporean individuals’ behavioural
patterns. Fine tuned for financial
services, the technology allows
Sqreem (Sequential Quantum Reduction and Extraction model) to
build a profile of an individual
showing potential match-ups with
different types of wealth management products.
DBS Bank intends to apply Watson
to its wealth management business to improve the advice and experience delivered to affluent
consumer. Watson is a cloudbased technology that can process
enormous amounts of information
worth the ability to understand
and learn from each interaction at
unprecedented speed.
The collaboration with IBM is
DBS’s latest initiative to harness
Big Data to better customer experience- providing more precise,
customised and quality actionable
insights that meet its customer
needs.
4.
Cognitive “Sensing and Shaping strategies” – Build a deep understanding and knowledge of
company, market dynamics, and

disruptive trends to shape strategies.
Advanced Analytics technologies can
help banks leverage the abundance of
data at their disposal to gain granular, real-time insights into every aspect of banking operation. These
technologies empower banks to define their customers, based on their
individual values, expectations, and
needs rather than aggregated demographics. Cognitive analytics can
drive opportunity and value in almost every banking function,
whether it be real time insights on
loan, treasury or investment portfolios. Banks can keep “Discovering”
real time insights on their portfolios
and accordingly “Shape” their strategies.
Adoption Examples – Goldman Sachs
invested in Kensho, cloud-based software that can find answers to more
than 65 million question combinations in an instant by scanning more
than 90,000 actions such drug approvals, economic reports, monetary
policy changes and political events
and their impact on nearly every financial asset on the planet.
BY GAUTAM RANGRAS(PGDM
2017-2019)

LET’S TALK SOME FINANCE,
SHALL WE?

Did you know that according to a survey conducted by National Institute of Securities
Markets (NISM) the average financial literacy rate in India is about 20%? This means
that only one-fifth of the population knows
about financial products and their functions
and use. That is a very, very small number
considering we have a population of 120
crores and counting. The very fundamental
problems embedded in our mindset and culture is one of the main reason why our financial literacy is so low. It’s high time we
change that.
So let’s start with basics. What is finance? I
think that this needs to be cleared before
anything else can be explained. Most Indians
always confuse the term finance with accounting. The Oxford dictionary describes finance as “The management of large amounts
of money, especially by governments or corporations”. Accounting is defined as “The
process or work of keeping and maintaining
financial accounts”. Even though both go
hand-in-hand, both are not the same. Finance is the management of money in a
more efficient way to utilize money to generate higher returns or cover risk. Accounting
is the maintenance of various accounts according to international standards. In India,
a Chartered Accountant (C.A.) is considered
a finance professional. My view on this is yes
and no. Yes, CAs are a part of the financial
universe but no, they cannot be considered is
hard-core finance professionals. A general
distinction between a CA and a finance professional is that a finance professional’s
work starts where the work of a CA ends.So,
in short, anything related to management of
money comes under finance. Also, if you
read the definition of finance, it says management of money by companies or governments. Well, that’s not true there. The
financial management done by a regular
working guy also comes under finance. A
person investing in a company is finance and
home-maker saving money is also finance.
That’s one thing which I want to explain.

Finance is a universal concept; it applies
to companies, governments andindividuals. The only thing that’s changes is the
magnitude of money involved. It is not
something exclusive to big business or
high net worth individuals (HNIs). It applies to the ‘aam aadmi’ as well.Well, so
why am I telling you this? The reason is
the first line of this post. Only one-fifth
of the documented population of India is
financially literate. And with India growing at such a phenomenal rate, financial
literacy is all the more important. About
60% of India’s population is a young one,
between the age of 25 and 45. Also, the
start-up boom is creating new and new
HNIs every quarter. This is going to lead
to the increase and business and prosperity.But it needs to be complemented
by an equally competent and professional. needs to be complemented by an
equally competent and professional. We
should let go of the traditional finance
options like fixed deposits, savings banks
accounts, investing in post office instruments. The more we evolve concerning
our own, personal finances, faster will be
the financial growth of the nation. By
having a very limited knowledge, unbacked prejudices and a lot of belief on
hearsay, our markets still have not
evolved. This really needs to change.
So why am I writing all of this. Well I am
going to enter the financial world in a
few years. I am going to be a part of that
ecosystem. And I want to grow with it. I
want people to grow with it and in turn I
want India to grow with it. I am going to,
in my own small way; help educate
today’s youngsters about finance. Hope it
works out well and and leads to overall
progress and maturity. I plan to post regular blogs on various finance posts, prejudices and the truth and I am open to
learn and be corrected.
BY Saayudh Dalvi
(EMPLOYEE AT INDOSTAR
CAPITAL)

Movies for Every Palate

A loves horror movies, B loves action movies, C loves romantic movies and D
loves dramas. But everyone has one thing in common...they love MOVIES! So
here I am, bringing you a list, on the best movies from each genre. So movie
fans...DIVE IN!
1.

DRAMA

(i) CITIZEN KANE (1941)
Cast- Orson Welles, Joseph Cotten, Dorothy Comingore
Director- Orson Welles
Most of you would have not heard of this gem. The film examines the life and
legacy of Kane, played by Welles, who start out the career for social service
but gets embroiled in the pursuit of power.
This was the first movie by the great Orson Welles and it was his greatest!
(ii) The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
Cast- Tim Robbins, Morgan Freeman, Bob Grunton
Director- Frank Darabont
For most of the movie fans out there, The Shawshank Redemption will be
their all time favourite movie...And yes it is! A solid script, backed by a great
direction and performances, this is a legendary movie in itself.
Always remember...fear can hold you prisoner. Hope can set you free.

(iii) The Godfather (1972) and The Godfather Part II (1974)
Cast- Marlon Brando, Al Pacino, Robert De Niro, Robert Duvall
Director- Francis Ford Coppola
You cannot call yourself a movie fan if you have not seen certain movies and
The Godfather and The Godfather Part II are two of them. Termed by many
as the greatest of all time, these movies follow the story of the Corleone family, a fictional New York mafia family.
With a dream Cast of Brando, Pacino and De Niro, this is a must watch for all
the movie fans out there.

(iv) Taxi Driver (1976)
Cast- Robert De Niro, Jodie Foster
Director- Martin Scorsese
This gem by Martin Scorsese may be termed as the best Robert De Niro
movie. This movie follows Travis Bickle, played by De Niro, who is an insomniac taxi driver in New York and how he gets obsessed with Betsy, played by
Jodie Foster.
Watch this one for the magician named Robert De Niro!
HONORABLE MENTIONS- Schindler's List (1993), Whiplash (2014), Manchester By The Sea (2015), Dil Chahta Hai (2001), Lakshya (2004), Gangs Of
Wasseypur (2012)

Action

(i) Die Hard (1988)
Cast- Bruce Willis, Alan Rickman
Director- Jonn McTiernan
DIE HARD IS THE BEST ACTION MOVIE OF ALL TIME. PERIOD.

(ii) Terminator 2: Judgement Day (1991)
Cast- Arnold Schwarzenegger, Linda Hamilton
Director- James Cameron
This sequel to 'The Terminator' follows the less powerful Terminator played by
Arnold Schwarzenegger, who travels back in time to save John Connor from
the more powerful and shape shifting Terminator!
(iii) Jurassic Park (1993)
Cast- Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum
Director- Steven Spielberg
I remember watching this movie in theatre when I was around 4-5 years old
and I was a fan forever. This movie shows a dinosaur theme park (HOW
COOL!) on the island of Isla Nubar where a power breakdown lets the violent
dinosaur clones out and they wreak havoc!
It's the best Sci-Fi Action movie of all time and it makes you awestruck every
single time you watch it!

(iv) The Matrix (1999)
Cast- Keanu Reeves, Hugo Weaving
Director- The Wachowski Sisters
Parallel time. Dystopian world. All powered machines. Crazy action sequences.
Anime style action. Keanu Reeves. And on top of that, a very original and different story concept.
These are reason enough to watch this movie again and again
(v) Indian Jones And The Raiders Of Lost Ark (1981)
Cast- Harrison Ford, Karen Allen
Director- Steven Spielberg
Archaeologist and Adventurer, Indiana Jones, is hired by the US Government
to find the 'Ark of Covenant' before Hitler's Nazi forces find it. And the Ark has
some awesome powers! Magnificent and Quirky are two words that perfectly
describe this movie!
BTW this movie has got the best theme song ever! Give that a try too!
HONORABLE MENTIONS- The Dark Knight (2008), Lethal Weapon (1987),
The Avengers (2012), The Bourne Identity (2002)

3. HORROR
(i) The Shining (1980)
Cast- Jack Nicholson, Shelley Duvall
Director- Stanley Kubrick
Based on a novel by the best horror writer, Stephen King, this movie is not as
famous for Indian movie watchers. This movie follows a family that heads to
an isolated hotel for the winter where an evil spiritual presence influences the
father into violence, while his psychic son sees horrific forebodings from the
past and of the future.
It's not a conventional horror movie but a psychological horror movie and
that's what makes it different.

(ii) The Exorcist (1973)
Cast- Ellen Burstyn, Linda Blair
Director- William Friedkin
There have been many remakes and sequels to this movie but this one has to
be the best of all. This movie shows a mother who seeks the help of two priests
to save her daughter, who is possessed by evil spirits!
Terrifying. Grisly. Gut wrenching. 'The Godfather' of horror movies.

(iii) Jaws (1975)
Cast- Roy Scheider, Richard Dreyfuss
Director- Steven Spielberg
It is said that after watching this movie, people were terrified of going into the
ocean and that tells you that it has to be awesome and scary!
It follows a local sheriff, a marine biologist and an old seafarer team who hunt
down a great white shark wreaking havoc in at beach resort.
You can't see the shark for a huge part of the movie but, its movement under
the water is what terrifies the viewers. Another Spielberg classic!
(iv) Scream (1996)
Cast- Neve Campbell, Courtney Cox, David Arquette
Director- Wes Craven
Clever, horrifying and sometimes funny! It's a great one by Wes Craven.
A year after the murder of her mother, a teenage girl is terrorized by a new
killer, who targets the girl and her friends by using horror films as part of a
deadly game.
That's a scary plotline and the film delivers it!
(v) 28 Days Later (2002)
Cast- Cillian Murphy, Naomie Harris
Director- Danny Boyle
It's a ZOMBIE MOVIE! Set in London, survivors of an incurable virus try to
find a safe place! And it's very well made by Danny Boyle.
And did I tell you the best part? IT'S A ZOMBIE MOVIE!
HONORABLE MENTIONS- The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974), Evil Dead 2
(1981), The Blair Witch Project (1999)

4. ROMANCE
(i) Eternal Sunshine of a Spotless Mind (2004)
Cast- Jim Carrey, Kate Winslet
Director- Michel Gondry
This one is the most warm hearted and original love story in a movie. It tells
the story of a couple, played beautifully by Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet,
whose relationship has turned sour and they undergo a medical treatment to
erase each other from their memories.
Watch it for a different Jim Carrey, unknown to all of you, and the forever
beautiful Kate Winslet!
(ii) The Notebook (2004)
Cast- Ryan Gosling, Rachel McAdams, James Garner
Director- Nick Cassavetes
If you are a hardcore fan of romance, you must have seen this. And if you
haven't, go watch it right now! This movie follows a poor yet passionate
young man who falls in love with a rich young woman, giving her a sense of
freedom, but they are soon separated because of their social differences. And
ladies...its Ryan Gosling...so hurry!
(iii) Casablanca (1942)
Cast-Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman
Director- Michael Curtiz
It's a very old movie, agreed! But it's equally beautiful! It shows the story of a
nightclub owner, played majestically by Bogart, who saves her old lover and
her husband from Nazis.
Don't hesitate just because it's an old movie...give this beauty a try!
(iv) The Big Sick (2017)
Cast- Kumail Nanjiani, Zoe Kazan
Director- Michael Showalter
This one is the cutest and the most beautiful (according to me) love story.
And it’s the true story of the Pakistan born comedian, Kumail Nanjiani.
This one has got everything in it comedy, culture clashes, fear of loss, meeting
the expectations of the parents and lots of feelings!
(v) Brokeback Mountain (2005)
Cast- Jake Gyllenhaal, Heath Ledger
Director- Ang Lee
Maybe the most controversial movie in this list, this movie revolves around
two cowboys who carry on a secretive and 'forbidden’ relationship and their
lives over the years.
Jake Gyllenhaal is brilliant and people, who love Heath Ledger's Joker,
please watch him in a totally different avatar in this one!
HONORABLE MENTIONS- The Fault in Our Stars (2014), Me before You
(2016), Beauty and the Beast (1991 and 2017), Titanic (1997)

5. Comedy
(i) Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (2004)
Cast- Will Ferrell, Christina Applegate, Steve Carell, Paul Rudd
Director- Adam McKay
When the best comic actors come together, a laugh riot is expected and this
movie delivers it and HOW! Will Ferrell is in the best role of his career as
Ron Burgundy, the leading news anchor.
Watch this one for the most nonsensical and funniest fight scenes between
the news anchors!

(ii) Borat (2006)
Cast- Sacha Baron Cohen, Ken Davitian
Director- Larry Charles
Sacha Baron Cohen is a master of satirical comedy and this is his best work.
It follows Borat, a Kazakh national who goes to America to report on the
greatest country in the world. But there he becomes more interested in marrying Pamela Anderson.
You won't stop laughing throughout the movie!

(iii) Shaun of the Dead (2004)
Cast- Simon Pegg, Nick Frost
Director- Edgar Wright
BTW Edgar Wright is my favourite comedy director and every movie of his is
a gem for me. But Shaun of the Dead could be said to be his best work till
date! It follows Shaun, played by Simon Pegg, who tries to win back his girlfriend and reconcile with his mother...in between a ZOMBIE ATTACK!
Yes. It's a Zombie Comedy. And it's the Best.

(iv) Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery (1997)
Cast- Mike Myers, Elizabeth Hurley
Director- Jay Roach
Silliest movie of all time. SILLIEST. And that's what makes it so funny. Austin
Powers is a flouncy-collared, womanising secret agent who was cryogenically
frozen in the 1960s, then awoken in 1997 to battle cat-stroking villain Dr Evil.
Tip- Stop at this movie. Don't watch its sequels.
(v) Ace Ventura,Pet Detective (1994)
Cast- Jim Carrey, Courtney Cox
Director- Tom Shadyac
‘If I’m not back in five minutes... just wait longer.’ says Ace Ventura, played
by Jim Carrey! He is a goofy detective specialising in animals who goes in
search of the mascot of Miami Dolphins named 'Snowflake’.
Bizarre. Right? Yes, it is! And it's even funnier. BTW if you love toilet humour, this one's for you!
HONORABLE MENTIONS- Office Space (1999), Superbad (2007), Hot Fuzz
(2007), Meet the Parents (2000), Hera Pheri (2000), Andaz Apna Apna
(1994)

6. Thriller/Suspense
(i) Vertigo (1954)
Cast- James Stewart, Kim Novak
Director- Alfred Hitchcock
From the guy who mastered the Thriller genre and re-invented it, Vertigo is
a masterpiece in itself. Alfred Hitchcock at his best with the legendary
James Stewart leading the way, this movie is the best thriller of all time!
For all the Hitchcock movies in this list, WATCH IT FROM THE BEGINNING!
(ii) Zodiac (2007)
Cast- Jake Gyllenhaal, Robert Downey Jr., Mark Ruffalo
Director- David Fincher
Plot- In the late 1960s/early 1970s, a San Francisco cartoonist becomes an
amateur detective obsessed with tracking down the Zodiac Killer, an
unidentified individual who terrorizes Northern California with a killing
spree.
Do you need anything more in a thriller? Okay. It's a true story too! Okay. It
has a stellar star cast. It has been directed by the greatest thriller director
of our times.
(iii) Psycho (1960)
Cast- Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh
Director- Alfred Hitchcock
This movie has the greatest plot twist ever! And it has the greatest movie
shot ever too! The famous shower scene in the movie took more than a
week to shoot, it had 72 camera setups and 52 cuts(the movie reel was cut
manually at that time, not digitally) and it just lasted 45 seconds! Just 45
seconds!
My favourite Hitchcock movie!

(iv) Dial M for Murder (1954)
Cast- Ray Milland, Grace Kelly, Robert Cummings
Director- Alfred Hitchcock (again)
Supreme suspense! It shows a tennis player who frames his unfaithful wife
for a murder after she hinders his plan to kill her.
BTW this movie was shot in just 36 days!

(v) Mulholland Drive (2001)
Cast- Naomi Watts, Laura Harring, Justin Theroux
Director- David Lynch
This movie is something else. It tries to question your own sanity. It's a plot
so twisted that it is nearly impossible to spoil. I won't be sharing the plot of
the movie here because I want you all to just go and watch it without any information about it whatsoever!
HONORABLE MENTIONS- Silence of the Lambs (1991), Memento
So readers...when do you start watching!?
BY YASH BARDIA(PGDM DIV-B)

Managing Talent by Data
Visualization

Abstract
The internet highway is making the world highly digitized and interconnected. The dynamism of global markets are transforming the business
landscape. The changing demographic trends, advances in the technology,
fierce competition, and the changing customer are the factors forcing companies to alter their way of operations in every region of the world.
Economies are becoming knowledge based. These structural changes are
compelling companies to recruit and retain people with high skill sets.
Human Resources Analytics is the new mantra of the current era for recruiting and retaining the right talent in the company. Today, the HR executive is considered to be a key strategic player who is proficient at using
evidence based analysis to design HR strategies on identifying new business leaders, or promoting employees.
This paper reveals how data visualization can help to analyze the following
in the simplest way.
i.
Identifying top and bottom performers in sales department (only one
department is considered for study purpose)
ii.
Monitor the Organization’s Talent Review (OTR) process
iii. Monitor & compare the compensations with respect to performance &
achievements of the employees(sales department)
iv. Identify potential leaders and the cost of losing them
v.
Attrition
Keywords: HR Analytics, Dash Board, Talent Management, Data Visualization, OTR, Attrition
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Fight your battle against your
addiction to social media
Today the world has turned into an elifestyle full of social media and Google
baba. Earlier before having food, our
custom was to thank God for the food
we eat but now, in the globalised world
our custom is to first click the image of
the food we are about to have and send
a witness to the e-Gods sitting with
their shastra(mobile phones) that we
are about to have a delicious food,
which then is stamped by them with
their form of ashirwad (likes) and the
most funny part of all is that we actually use various filters even for #deliciouspavbhaji to present it to the
e-Gods as if we are decorating the worship plate before offering to these egods who are full of e-bullies, e-biases,
e-opinions if the offerings(posts) are
not right. This is kind of an abysmal
religion we are following which has
turned us blind to its shortcomings.
It had started with being a source of
entertainment to us; social media has
now become a part and parcel of our
life. This is due to the dire attention we
have given it. Instead of us handling
social media, social media is handling
us. We behave as if social media is a
king which reins our life completely.
There are now two options left for us,
either we can be part of this crowd and
rage social media wars for likes and
comments or we can live a totally secluded life and follow e-vanvas. But the
point here is, are either of these two
extremes is good or not? And what if
we choose a road between them which

is e-balanced, where we become
the masters, and take charge of
situation and not let these gadgets
and social media rule our life.
We will have to be accountable for
our likings and live the life on our
own terms and not which is presented to us. We need contemplate that these superficial things
are supposed to be a part of our
lives which unfortunately has
transformed into our complete
life. Technology in the present
time is completely unavoidable
and is required but the proper
usage of it is in our hand. This can
definitely be presented to you by
the cliché example of fire which
can burn a person if one is careless with it and if used properly
can be used to cook delicious
meals.
So start dwelling your mind towards this bondage, figure out
ways in which you can release
yourself and it’s you and only you
who can list the rules for yourselves of how you are going to
overcome your habit of constant
social media usage.
Your worth is not measured in
likes, comments, notes or followers; but in your ability to love,
keep comments to yourself, take
note and lead.
BY RIYA SRIVASTAVA
(PGDM DIV-B)

The Must Haves in Your
Reading List
Not Without My Daughter

Author: Betty Mahmoody
This book takes you through a heart breaking and emotional journey of Betty Mahmoody when she faced difficulties when her forever known husband is not who she thinks
he is. In an unknown country where America is despised
and a threat to be kept as a prisoner, her only hope for escape lay in a dangerous underground that would not take
her child. This book reflects what a mother can do for her
children. It also shows you that in the darkest days there is
always someone who brings you towards the light.

Origin

After the Crash

Author: Dan Brown
Robert Langdon strikes again! Watch how Professor Langdon battles assassins, media and time
through the beautiful ruins of Spain. This book
takes you through the long term and everlasting
contradictions between science and religion. The
starkest difference I perceive is that Langdon tends
to be shown and have things explained to him
rather that what has happened in the previous
books. If you love history and mystery this book is a
must read.

Author: Michel Bussi
This book is what I call a puzzle mystery, clues revealed slowly, pieces are assembled but it is not until
the final piece that leaves you shocked and mouth
hanging. The journey of constant and surprising revelations, determination to reach the end, to find the
answers are the big plus point of this book. The characters of this book are strong and different, yet the
same. The USP of this book is its unpredictable end.
The journey to discovery is an enigmatic and highly
intriguing one.

Nothing Left to Lose

Author: Kristy Moseley
A watt pad writer turned into a published one, Nothing
Left to Lose is one of Kristy Moseley’s finest works. This
is one of the big romantic cheesy books. It takes you
through the journey of a broken Annabelle Spencer and
her undercover bodyguard Ashton Taylor. The surprising part of this book is that even though it’s all hearts
and flowers it has you hooked from the start till the end.

Are You Afraid of the Dark?

Author: Sidney Sheldon
A Sidney Sheldon Classic. It keeps you on the edge of
your seat till the very end. The characters were creatively portrayed with their unique characteristics that
will hook you as soon as you read it. The individual
qualities and attributes of Mr. Sheldon's characters
give them a true-to-life resemblance of today. The story
shows that no matter how much pain we have to go
through, we can always overcome it. For those that
love their crime fiction complicated and unpredictable,
give this a wide berth.

The Book Thief

Author: Markus Zusak
A story narrated by death, the book thief highlights the
joy of reading and humanity. Liesel is such a wonderful
and relatable main character. Her love of words is just
so tangible and powerful. A lot of avid readers can see
themselves in her. It’s the way Death narrates, giving
us the ending at the beginning, giving little melodramatic pronouncements that make you shiver and what
makes this book a unique one.
BY GAYATRI KARULKAR(PGDM DIV-B)
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